Segundo premio de la modalidad 1º-3º ESO
Isaac Díaz Yáñez (1º ESO D)
The Magic hat
I was bore done Saturday, so I started looking around the basement. That’s when I found a
strange hat with many colours on it. Without thinking, I put it on my head; what happened
next was unbelievable…
The hat was a teleportation machine! It was amazing; I could go to the future. This hat had an
inconvenience, every teleportation you did you lost five years of your life.
A part of me was afraid but another part pushed me to try the teleportation. There was no
user guide but suddenly a voice from the hat said: “yes, there is one”, and a list of instructions
appeared written in the air. Looking at the instructions I decide to visit the future, the year
2500. They voyage only lasted a few seconds. I was so amazed that I started to cry. I was in two
thousand five hundred.
In 2500 there were no cities, the Earth was full of giant blocks of flats floating in the air. Each
block of flats had their own rules and took their own decisions. Some people there had half
robotic body and half human body because of a big war that had taken place years ago.
Everybody had access to advanced technology and were connected all day long. People had
everything they wanted but they didn’t have any relationship with other people.
After a time thinking I discovered that that society was horrible. They didn’t talk with each
other and even their descendants were created artificially without people involvement. So I
thought that if that society was our future we had to change something in our lives. I returned
to my time and started changing. Finally the voyage was good because I learnt that we need to
relate to each other and try to have friends and love. I decided to set fire to the hat because I
prefer to wait until things happen.

